
 

Customer Success: Antioch Network 

Antioch Network leveraged Microsoft 365 for enhanced productivity.  

  

 

Antioch Network – A Nonprofit Company 

About Antioch Network: 

Antioch Network (AN) is one of the greatest non-profit organizations in the U.S. which serves a 

growing fellowship of local churches who are interacting with the challenge of sending church 

planting teams to unreached peoples. You can explore more about them here https://antioch-

network.org/ 

 

Business Challenge:  

Anitoch Network is a nonprofit organization and they were already using Microsoft 365 and seeking 

to enhance the productivity through add-on Microsoft products such as MS Teams, OneDrive for 

Business, Microsoft Planner and other office Apps for better collaboration and productivity.  

 

Solution: 

CloudFronts deployed Microsoft 365 for Antioch Network.   

Microsoft 365 is the suite of apps that brings together best-in-class Office capabilities with powerful 

cloud services, device management, and advanced security. It also enables device management, and 

advanced security in one, unified and connected experience. 

 

 

Key Technologies: 

1. Microsoft 365 

 

Post Go-Live: 

The client experienced a sophisticated unified Microsoft 365 ecosystem. Here are some core 

benefits listed below - 

1. Due to Microsoft Teams, Teams increased productivity by making all your collaboration– 

conversations, chats, online meetings, shared files, tasks, etc. available in one single app and 

one single interface. 

2. OneDrive for Business allowed all the users to seamlessly access, transfer files, sync all 

documents from one computer to another in a safe and secured way.   

https://antioch-network.org/
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3. Microsoft Planner will allow the client team to organize teamwork with intuitive, 

collaborative, visual task management. Get more work done with Planner. Collaborate in 

Planner and Microsoft Teams and check visual status charts—all in the Microsoft cloud. 

Nonprofit organizations like Antioch Network, big or small, are finding Microsoft 365 collaboration to 

be extremely beneficial due to its ability to drive productivity, ROI and transparency among their 

stakeholders. 


